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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1881: One Fell Swoop 

“Such thick medicinal fragrance! If those people saw it, it cannot be without a bout of killing again.” 

Looking at the heaps of bottles and containers in front of them, Ye Yuan could not help sighing 

emotionally. 

Under Treasure Pig’s lead, Ye Yuan found this side-hall. Inside had all sorts of medicinal pills displayed. 

Barring no accidents, this place should be the place where Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove stored 

medicinal pills. 

When Treasure Pig saw these medicinal pills, its two eyes immediately lit up, turning into a streak of 

punk light and dashing over, devouring a pile of bottles and containers busily. 

The quality of these medicinal pills naturally went without saying. Ye Yuan examined them, they were 

basically all rank six and above divine pills. There were even quite a number of rank seven divine pills. 

Rank seven divine pills were medicinal pills even useful to Empyrean powerhouses. 

“Mn? What’s this?” 

Ye Yuan saw that on a countertop in a corner, several small bottles were placed, faintly exuding an 

extremely powerful aura. 

Roar! 

Opening the small bottle to look, the sound of a dragon roar rose to the sky, practically shattering the 

entire side-hall. 

Ye Yuan hurriedly closed the lid and said in pleasant surprise, “This is Four Symbols true blood! Inside 

this small bottle, there are likely several dozen drops of Azure Dragon true blood.” 

One had to know, one drop of true blood outside caused countless powerhouses to crack their skulls in a 

bid to vie for it. 

If the true blood here was put out, it would definitely arouse endless frenzy. 

Ye Yuan’s mind stirred, White Light and Ning Tianping both appeared here. 

“Your Excellency!” 

“Big Brother!” 

Ye Yuan handed the White Tiger true blood to White Light and passed the Black Tortoise true blood to 

Ning Tianping, saying with a smile, “Inside is White Tiger true blood and Black Tortoise true blood. You 

guys refine it, your strength should be able to increase considerably.” 

White Light opened the bottle lid, a violent tiger roar transmitted out. His expression changed and he 

said, “S-So much?” 
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Ye Yuan nodded and said, “You’re of the White Tiger physique, refining the White Tiger true blood will 

definitely yield twice the results with half the effort.” 

White Light was overjoyed and said, “Thank you, Big Brother! I’ll go into closed-seclusion right away and 

refine it!” 

“Thank you, Your Excellency!” Ning Tianping similarly felt an upsurge of emotion, saying gratefully. 

These few years, White Light and Ning Tianping were cultivating inside the Purple Extreme Hall, and also 

already broke through to Celestial Deity Realm. 

It was just that in terms of cultivation realm, they were a lot worse than Ye Yuan. 

Done with these, Ye Yuan did not hesitate either, directly swallowing three drops of Azure Dragon true 

blood, and started refining. 

“Senior Wild Blade, you stand guard over me. I’ll refine the Azure Dragon true blood.” 

“Yes, Young Master!” 

Little Tong’s gaze turned intent and he said, “You swallowed three drops of Azure Dragon true blood in 

one go, you don’t want to live anymore?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I’m just scared that it’s not enough!” 

The dragon blood entering the body, the berserk energy instantly erupted, Ye Yuan’s imposing 

momentum skyrocketed. 

After two hours, Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes, his realm already broke through to Fourth 

Firmament Divine Vestige. 

Little Tong had a shocked expression as he said, “Just what kind of cultivation method are you 

cultivating? Refining three drops of Azure Dragon true blood only let you barely manage to break 

through to the First Firmament Celestial Deity Realm! Furthermore, your speed of refining is a little too 

fast, right?” 

Leng Qiuling used several months’ time to refine a drop of Vermilion Bird true blood. But Ye Yuan merely 

used two hours to refine three drops of Azure Dragon true blood. 

This speed was too fast. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Talk about this again in the future. We’d better leave this place first. There are 

probably quite a few good things inside this Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace. Let’s walk around more.” 

“Eurrp!” 

Treasure Pig suddenly belched, immediately plopping down in Little Tong’s embrace, falling asleep. 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over and also got a big shock. The medicinal pills here were quite a few, this 

little fellow actually ate all of them without leaving a single one behind. 

He was secretly astonished. Just what kind of pet was Treasure Pig, to actually have such a good 

appetite? 



So many medicinal pills, ordinary people would have long burst if they ate them, Treasure Pig’s body 

shape actually did not even change. 

Just what was inside this little fellow’s stomach? 

Right at this time, Wild Blade Ghost Empyrean suddenly said, “Young Master, I ... Wild Blade probably 

can’t accompany you to carry on walking anymore.” 

Ye Yuan gave Wild Blade a glance and knew that his time limit was up. Nodding his head, he said, “This 

whole way, many thanks to Senior Wild Blade for escorting.” 

Wild Blade hurriedly said, “What is Young Master saying here? You’re Lord Immortal Grove’s successor, 

and also Lord Dustless’s master. So you’re naturally my, Wild Blade’s, master too! Without them, there 

wouldn’t be the present Wild Blade! Young Master, when you return to the Heavenspan World, you 

must go to the Senro Ghost Realm to find me!” 

Senro Ghost Realm was the same as the Demon Divine Region, a region of the Heavenspan World. 

It was just that the Senro Ghost Realm was the paradise of Ghost Dao powerhouses. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Definitely! Senior Wild Blade, take care!” 

Wild Blade Ghost Empyrean cupped his fists and said, “Take care, Young Master!” 

The moment Wild Blade Ghost Empyrean left, Ye Yuan lost the reliance to resist Empyrean 

powerhouses. 

Hence, he could not meet with those people anymore. 

Fortunately, Dustless was very familiar with the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace. Hence, avoiding those 

people was nothing. 

... 

“Such thick medicinal fragrance! There must be good stuff here!” An alluring medicinal fragrance wafted 

over, Zhao Min and the rest were all intoxicated. 

Qiao Yuan and the rest went through hardships and finally found this side-hall. 

They were different from Ye Yuan. Ye Yuan had Dustless leading the way and was not worried about the 

dangers of the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace at all. 

But they could only forcefully barge in. Along the way, quite a few people sustained heavy wounds or 

even died on the way already. 

A bunch of people entered in a single file, entering inside the side-hall. 

“This ... How can it be like this!” Upon entering, Zhao Min’s face changed. 

Inside the side-hall, there were disorderly empty bottles everywhere, scattered in a mess. 



Ji Kang gave a cold snort and said angrily, “This place should be Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s 

pill refining room. The medicinal fragrance is so strong, it indicates that there were still many medicinal 

pills previously! This must have been done by Ye Yuan, the good things were all given to a pig[1]!” 

Those True God powerhouses were all black in the face, in great fits of rage. 

One misstep and every step would then be wrong. They could only follow behind Ye Yuan and eat dust 

now. 

But, one had to admit, Ji Kang really said it correctly. 

These medicinal pills were really given to a pig. 

Except, this pig was not Ye Yuan, but a genuine pig. 

“Preposterous! Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove is a famous alchemist, there must have been rank 

seven divine pills here! This damn brat actually got the whole lot! When I capture him, this old man will 

definitely tear him to pieces!” Du Hong also said angrily. 

“No way! We have to hurry and chase after. Otherwise, we won’t be able to fish any benefits, all 

benefiting this brat. Tang Yan, quickly lead the way! Mn? Where’s Tang Yan?” Zhao Min said. 

“Eh? He was still here just now, where is he gone?” 

“Damn! If this boy isn’t around, once we encounter restrictions, we’ll be dead for sure.” 

“This punk called Tang Yan is as mysterious as Ye Yuan.” 

... 

The moment everyone turned around, they discovered that the Tang Yan who was leading the way 

previously actually already disappeared. 

To be able to walk until here safely, Tang Yan could be said to have made tremendous contributions. 

Now that Tang Yan suddenly disappeared, everyone could not help panicking in their hearts. 

Four great Empyrean powerhouses, each of their faces were very ugly too. 

At this time, a figure was traveling at great speed inside the palace, spurring on powerful restrictions 

from time to time. 

However, those restrictions actually did not have any use when they landed on that figure! 

If Ye Yuan was here, he would be able to recognize that this figure was none other than precisely Tang 

Yan! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1882: Tang Yan’s True Identity! 

Rumble! 

Within the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace, intense undulations transmitted out from time to time. 
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That horrifying energy made the entire heavenly palace start to tremble intensely. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was ugly as he said, “What’s going on here?” 

“Someone is confronting the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace’s restrictions!” Dustless said with a frown. 

Ye Yuan was shocked and said, “Confronting? Being able to confront the restrictions so enduringly, 

Empyrean powerhouses probably can’t do it too, right?” 

Dustless nodded his head and said in a solemn voice, “Come, let’s go to the Immortal Grove Hall. If Old 

Fart Immortal Grove left behind anything, it’s likely left there.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head. Following Dustless’s guidance, he sped over towards the Immortal Grove Hall 

swiftly. 

... 

Inside the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace, Tang Yan arrived leisurely. 

Those restrictive forces that were powerful until it made the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace shudder 

had no effect on him at all. 

And the direction that he was going in was surprisingly, precisely the Immortal Grove Hall. 

With a creak, the Immortal Grove Hall’s front door was lightly pushed open. A power that was daunting 

until it made people quiver abruptly erupted. 

However, facing this force, Tang Yan just lightly waved his hand and it immediately turned to ashes. 

After stepping in, Tang Yan’s gaze never shifted away before. 

“W-World Suppressing Stele?!” At this time, a voice sounded out on the other side of the hall. 

Tang Yan lifted his head slightly and looked over, and discovered that astonishment was written all over 

Ye Yuan’s face. 

He just entered the hall from a side-door and discovered that the sculptures of the Four Symbols Divine 

Beasts were set up in the four corners of the great hall. 

Apart from this, it was stark empty inside the hall. There was only a stone stele suppressing in the center 

position, emitting a terrifying aura. 

This stone stele, Ye Yuan was quite familiar it. What was it if not the World Suppressing Stele? 

However, the World Suppressing Stele was clearly on him, then what was this stone stele? 

Ye Yuan did not believe that this World Suppressing Stele in the great hall was the genuine World 

Suppressing Stele. Because Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s goal was not the World Suppressing Stele at 

all, but the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain inside the World Suppressing Stele! 

And the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain was precisely in his, Ye Yuan’s, hands. 

“That’s right! It’s precisely the World Suppressing Stele!” Tang Yan said with a faint smile. 



Ye Yuan’s face fell and he looked at Tang Yan and said, “Tang Yan, who on earth are you?” 

Tang Yan looked at Ye Yuan and said with a faint smile, “With your intellect and wit, haven’t you already 

guessed it? Why is there a need to get confirmation from me?” 

Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted, his heart twitching violently, squeezing four words out of his crevices 

between his teeth. “Heavenly ... Emperor ... Jiu ... Shang!” 

This Tang Yan had always given Ye Yuan a very peculiar feeling. 

This person was too low-profile. But each time, he could make it through safe and sound. 

Most importantly, when everyone felt imperiled by danger, this Tang Yan could still maintain an 

expression that was rippleless like an ancient well. This was absolutely not ordinary. 

In reality, Ye Yuan had always thought that Tang Yan was an Empyrean powerhouse. But under that 

blade of Wild Blade Ghost Empyrean’s, Tang Yan did not make a move. This had surprised him greatly. 

Ye Yuan never dreamed that Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang actually personally took action!” 

Now, the truth was brought into the light! 

Ye Yuan finally understood just what Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove set up such a grand spectacle 

for. 

He wanted to draw his greatest sworn enemy, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang, over! 

He used the World Suppressing Stele to draw him over! 

Actually, right from the beginning, Ye Yuan faintly had some surmises, feeling that Heavenly Empyrean 

Immortal Grove definitely did not lay down such a grand set up in order to choose a successor. 

Because Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s successor was him, Ye Yuan. 

Then, there was only one reason that he would do this. It was revenge! 

Except, he could not figure out what Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was relying on to dare do so. 

Forget that he was already dead, even if he was currently in his prime, it was also impossible to be 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s match! 

Heavenly Emperor, Heavenly Empyrean, even though it was only one word off, the strength margin was 

akin to heaven and earth. 

Even if Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang was just an existence who refined a Heavenly Emperor Dao Fruit. 

Tang Yan smiled slightly and said, “For Old Fart Immortal Grove to be able to find a successor like you, 

his life was truly not spent in vain!” 

Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted and he said, “You knew long ago?” 

Jiu Shang smiled and said, “You were able to forcibly resist True God Realm powerhouses along the way 

and could hide from other people’s eyes. But you can’t hide from this emperor’s arcane sight! How can a 



mere initial-rank empyrean spirit treasure be able to let a Celestial Deity Realm have such strength? It’s 

just that this trip, you shouldn’t have come!” 

Ye Yuan had already obtained Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s legacy. In Heavenly Emperor Jiu 

Shang’s view, he could totally not get involved in this messy situation. 

He was only at the Celestial Deity Realm. This trip here was too perilous. 

Ye Yuan sucked in a deep breath, borrowing this to subside the astonishment in his heart. 

No matter what, with a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse suddenly appearing in front of him, Ye Yuan still 

could not help being shocked in his heart. 

One had to know, this young man in front of him was a formidable existence who fought with Heavenly 

Empyrean Immortal Grove several million years ago! 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s gaze turned sharp, and he said, “When Immortal Grove opened up another World 

Locking Gate, I had to come on this trip!” 

Jiu Shang was slightly surprised as he said, “You were actually born in the Immortal Grove small world?” 

Ye Yuan’s heart turned cold, secretly thinking to himself that this Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang had such 

meticulous thinking. Just based on a sentence from him, he guessed that he was born in the Immortal 

Grove World. 

“Cultivating from a bumpkin until Celestial Deity Realm, to actually only use a short thousand over years, 

your talent is really rarely seen in this emperor’s lifetime! Old Fart Immortal Grove found a fine 

successor!” Jiu Shang said rather emotionally. 

Ye Yuan fell silent. 

His emotion was very complicated. Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang personally taking action exceeded his 

expectations. 

If it were Empyrean powerhouses, he could still make use of this Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace to 

dance around. 

But a Heavenly Emperor was too strong. 

Once Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang exploded with full power, the Immortal Grove World would 

immediately fall apart into pieces. There was no leeway to maneuver at all. 

“Huhu, you must be very curious why this emperor would personally take action. Actually, this emperor 

has coveted Old Fart Immortal Grove’s World Suppressing Stele for a long time already. Before obtaining 

the World Suppressing Stele, even if he had the World Suppressing Stele and Ten-Directional Sword, this 

emperor doesn’t lose to him too! But ever since he obtained the World Suppressing Stele, he 

continuously suppressed this emperor until I couldn’t lift my head. In fact, he was going to step into the 

realm of Heavenly Emperor a step earlier than this emperor! Therefore, this emperor guessed that a 

heaven-shocking secret must be hidden inside the World Suppressing Stele.” 

As he said, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s gaze became heated. 



The more he said, the more alarmed Ye Yuan got. 

This Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang was definitely a terrifying character. From some clues and inklings, he 

could guess so many things. 

Furthermore, what he guessed was totally right! 

The secret contained inside the World Suppressing Stele, probably even Dao Ancestors would go crazy 

for it, let alone a puny little Empyrean powerhouse. 

“Heh heh, this old fart laid down such a grand scheme, isn’t it in order to tell this emperor that the 

World Suppressing Stele is here? When he wasn’t dead, this emperor wasn’t even afraid of him. Now 

that he’s dead, would this emperor really not dare to come? Hahaha!” 

As he said, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang slowly strode out, walking over toward the World Suppressing 

Stele in the middle of the great hall. 

Rumble! 

Suddenly, the immortal grove heavenly palace started trembling violently. 

In the four corners of the hall, the four enormous sculptures actually came to life. 

“Roar, roar, roar, roar!” 

Four light figures rose to the sky. Those four statues actually flew toward the World Suppressing Stele in 

the center of the hall together! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1883: A Shot Arrow Has No Way of Recalling 

Bang! 

A horrifying enormous wave rippled out. Ye Yuan actually could not stand still and was directly flung 

flying out. 

A phantom gradually condensed and formed in the center of the hall. 

“Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove!” Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted, recognizing the phantom very 

quickly. 

It was just that the aura of this phantom was entirely different from what was seen outside. 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang did not do anything and just quietly watched. 

That appearance was as if everything was within control. 

To a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse, there was already nothing that could make their countenance 

visibly moved. 

Let alone that Immortal Grove was just an Empyrean powerhouse and even an Empyrean powerhouse 

who was dead. 
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Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove did not see Ye Yuan, there was only Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang in 

his eyes. 

“Jiu Shang, you indeed came!” 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang smiled slightly and said, “Didn’t you cause such a big commotion for me to 

come? Now that I’m here, what can you do to me?” 

To him, he could make the Immortal Grove World turn to ashes with a wave of his hand. He did not fear 

a dead person at all. 

Immortal Grove smiled coldly and said, “Is that so? Then ... wouldn’t you know after trying it out?! 

Today, the grudge between you and me should also have a conclusion!” 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang said coolly, “Merely a wisp of remnant soul, to also dare utter such wild 

ravings, truly don’t know what you’re talking about! This World Suppressing Stele, I’ll take it first.” 

Done talking, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang took a step out. His aura suddenly changed, an apocalyptic 

aura reverberated within the entire palace. 

Not far away, Ye Yuan immediately felt palpitation. 

Under this horrifying pressure, he could not even move a muscle! 

“Is ... Is this the power of a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse? S-So strong!” 

Although Ye Yuan’s Empyrean-class strength was horrifying, he had witnessed before Qiao Yuan and the 

rest taking action. That was at least still within the boundaries of normal people’s understanding. 

But now, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang merely released the pressure from his body and it made the 

entire world tremble. 

This kind of power already surpassed the scope of his understanding. 

Inside Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, Dustless said, “Heavenly Emperor powerhouses already 

transcended samsara and aren’t within the Five Elements! Their strength, ordinary people are 

completely unable to comprehend it. Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s tiny bit of pressure, he didn’t use his 

full strength. Otherwise, the Immortal Grove World can’t withstand it at all.” 

Ye Yuan’s expression was incomparably ugly. The matter this time already surpassed his control. 

All along, Ye Yuan had always moved after planning it out. 

But this time, the events that exceeded his predictions were too many. 

Right now, the powerhouses inside the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace, even if placed in the 

Heavenspan World, they were already at the apex level. 

But presently, it appeared within a small world where Heavenly Dao was lacking and incomplete. 

As long as these two people made a move, the entire Immortal Grove World would surely crumble. 



“Immortal Grove, what in the world do you want to do? This place is the small world that you created 

single-handedly! Could it be that you’re going to watch it collapse unfeelingly?” Ye Yuan used all of the 

strength in his body and roared furiously at Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s gaze finally looked towards this side, coldly. 

“Do what? Of course it’s taking revenge! This Empyrean roamed unobstructed throughout heaven and 

earth, only a step away from stepping into the realm of Heavenly Emperor, but it was all ruined in the 

hands of this accursed thing! Not avenging this enmity, this Empyrean Realm can’t die in peace!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s eyes were actually full of the wrath of hatred. 

Ye Yuan gritted his teeth and said, “Why? WHY! Your enmity, I’ll help you avenge it one day! Why do 

you have to draw him to the Immortal Grove World?” 

The current Ye Yuan billowed with flames of fury. 

One could say that for him to be able to have today’s accomplishments, it was entirely thanks to 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove. 

As long as his strength was sufficient, he would definitely take revenge for Heavenly Empyrean Immortal 

Grove. 

But now, matters actually developed to such a step. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove gave Ye Yuan a meaningful glance and said coolly, “Kid, you 

obtained my inheritance, but the strength of Heavenly Emperor powerhouses isn’t what you can 

imagine! Five million years ago, I already arranged everything today. Today, it’s time to make a clean 

break!” 

Clearly, he had long seen through that Ye Yuan was his successor. 

Except, he did not care at all. He schemed five million years for the sake of today. 

“Sigh ...” 

A long sigh sounded out, Dustless’s figure appeared. 

The Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove who had always been cold finally showed a trace of visible 

change in countenance. 

“Dustless! You woke up!” 

Dustless gave Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove a glance and said with a sigh, “I originally thought 

that my slumber and Jiang Hun’s death was caused by your battle with Jiu Shang. Looking at it now, it 

wasn’t the case!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s pupils constricted, the muscles on his face actually twinged. 

“I ... I’m not reconciled to it! Not avenging this enmity, I can’t die with my eyes closed! Compared to my 

grudge, what does the small world count for? What do empyrean spirit treasures count for?” 



But Dustless smiled and said, “There’s no cause for much criticism for you to do so. Jiang Hun and I were 

born because of you. It’s just that this time, you were really wrong! Ye Yuan’s potential is even greater 

than you imagined!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s eyes turned sharp and could not help sizing Ye Yuan up once 

more. 

He arranged for five million years for the sake of this setup today. But the world is constantly changing 

all the time, the things that could change in five million years were too many. 

He would not have expected that he would have a successor who surpassed his predecessor, let alone 

think that this successor would actually arrive before him on this day when the grand scheme took 

shape. 

And currently, monstrous waves stirred up in Ye Yuan’s heart too. 

Jiang Hun who was mentioned by Dustless was likely the artifact spirit of the World Suppressing Stele! 

Ye Yuan had always been puzzled why the World Suppressing Stele had an artifact spirit, while the 

World Suppressing Stele did not. 

Come to think of it, turned out that the artifact spirit died! 

Furthermore, Jiang Hun’s death had a direct relation to Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove! 

All along, Ye Yuan had also always thought that Dustless’s slumber was also caused by Jiu Shang. 

But looking at it now, it was simply due to Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove extracting the power of 

these two might peak empyrean spirit treasures. 

If not for encountering him, Dustless might have to keep on slumbering. 

“Huhu, you and I have lived together for so many years, you should be very familiar with me! I only 

believe in myself!” Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove suddenly laughed and said. 

He turned to Ye Yuan again and said, “Kid, you shouldn’t have come on this trip!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression was extremely ugly as he roared furiously, “I was born here, grew up here, my 

parents and friends are all here! Now, you want to personally destroy this place, can I ... not come?” 

“Huhu, boy, you’re still too tender! The path of cultivation is destined to be lonely! So what if father and 

mother, so what if friends? If they can’t cultivate to the apex realm, they will similarly pass away! Only 

oneself is eternal!” Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove laughed loudly and said. 

Crack, crack, crack ... 

Fine cracks started appearing in the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace’s space. 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s aura became stronger and stronger. 

“Heh, Immortal Grove, let me take a look at what you prepared for this emperor by spending five million 

years!” Jiu Shang said with a laugh. 



Immortal Grove’s expression turned cold and he said, “A shot arrow has no way of recalling! Boy, hope 

for the best for yourself!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1884: Stubborn Child 

“Heh, then polish your move a bit more, see what I’ve prepared for you!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove kneaded seals with both hands, the other World Suppressing Stele 

below him suddenly erupted with an incomparably horrifying energy. 

That imposing momentum was actually not the slightest bit weaker than Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s! 

When Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang saw the situation, he smiled faintly and said, “Just this bit of 

strength? Indeed much stronger than peak Empyrean. But you wouldn’t think that this kind of strength 

can kill me, right?” 

“Is that so?” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove laughed coldly, the seals in his hands moving once more. 

Suddenly, that World Suppressing Stele rose up from the ground and suspended in the air, emitting an 

incomparably dazzling light, 

That World Suppressing Stele’s power was actually strengthening at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s expression turned slightly dark and suddenly released his aura. A 

terrifying might of Heavenly Dao suddenly descended. 

Dense blue patterns reverberated in the air! 

Seeing those blue patterns, Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted. 

This thing, he was too familiar! 

Divine vestiges! 

Turns out that Heavenly Emperor powerhouse could actually control Heavenly Emperor divine vestiges! 

While at the same time, blue divine vestiges similarly burst forth from inside that World Suppressing 

Stele. 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s face finally produced a trace of visible change in countenance. 

“Haha ... Jiu Shang, didn’t expect it, right?! On this empyrean’s deathbed, I already glimpsed Great Dao 

and controlled divine vestiges! It’s just a shame that my body at that time was already a heavy burden 

on me. Otherwise, how could there still be the you today?” 

Amidst Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s laughter, it was filled with unwillingness and full of 

indignation. 

He was well-deserving of being a peerless genius among Empyreans, to actually be able to touch the 

threshold of Heavenly Emperor before death; only a step away from attaining Heavenly Emperor. 
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What kind of existence were Heavenly Emperors? 

The realm of Dao Ancestors could not be fathomed, while the realm of Heavenly Emperor was the ruler 

of this Heavenspan World! 

This was a transcendent existence, an existence that towered above all life! 

He was of course unwilling! 

“This Empyrean extracted the primordial energy within two empyrean spirit treasures, hoarding five 

million years worth of world power, for the sake of this strike today! You, prepare to die!” Heavenly 

Empyrean Immortal Grove laughed wildly and said. 

Rumble! 

Dense fissure started appearing in the entire Immortal Grove World. Endless spatial turbulent flows 

started pouring into the Immortal Grove World frenziedly through these rifts. 

The Immortal Grove World was currently walking towards death, 

These horrifying energies aren’t what the Immortal Grove World can withstand at all. 

Countless mortals were devoured by the spatial rifts in this instant, losing their lives. 

Once a Heavenly Emperor was enraged, corpses would float for ten thousand mils!” 

This kind of rhetoric already could not describe the tragedy of this moment. 

Ye Yuan’s heart was dripping blood. He already could not use words to describe the feelings in his heart 

at this moment. 

With his current strength, he could not stop the confrontation of these two mighty Heavenly Emperor 

powerhouses at all! 

Suddenly, his gaze turned sharp and he said to Dustless, “Senior, can I communicate with the Immortal 

Grove World through the World Suppressing Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl now?” 

Dustless nodded and said, “Of course you can! But ... right now at this time, it’s too dangerous! Once the 

world crumbles, your divine soul will also be torn to shreds!” 

“Can’t care that much anymore! If the Immortal Grove World is destroyed, I’d rather die!” Ye Yuan said 

with the slightest hesitation. 

Dustless had spent a long time together with Ye Yuan and naturally knew his temper. He heaved a sigh 

and said, “Fine, I’ll help you! But, promise me, once the matter cannot be done, you must get away in 

time!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head, consciousness directly sinking into the two great empyrean spirit treasures. 

The World Suppressing Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl, these two treasures, had long already become 

an inseparable part of the Immortal Grove World. 



Under Dustless’s help, Ye Yuan’s entire consciousness merged into the Immortal Grove World very 

quickly. 

At this very moment, his entire person became a part of the Immortal Grove World. 

That sort of feeling was very magical, as if he was this world. 

“Ugh ...” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, a wave of sharp pain immediately transmitting over to his consciousness. 

It was as if his entire divine soul was being torn into countless pieces. 

Inside Ye Yuan’s divine sea, chaos divine essence and blue divine marks crept out, entering straight into 

the sea of consciousness! 

... 

Fang Tian looked at the dark sky, looked at those endless spatial cracks, a look of despair on his face. 

“Looks like Ye Yuan can’t save us again this time! The Immortal Grove World is going to be destroyed!” 

Skydistant had an ashen look as he said, “We’re really too useless. Every single time, we need Ye Yuan to 

come and save! I also have no idea how he is right now.” 

Fang Tian said helplessly, “That level of fight, Ye Yuan probably can’t intervene at all too. Otherwise, 

there wouldn’t be this current situation. How are Ye Yuan’s parents?” 

Skydistant said, “Relax, arrangements have long been made. As long as the Immortal Grove World isn’t 

destroyed, they will be fine.” 

Fang Tian let out a sigh and said, “Currently, this degree of destruction, the Immortal Grove World’s 

casualties have likely already reached above 50%, countless lives turning to ashes! Destruction is likely 

an irrecoverable thing already. Once the world utterly crumbles, even you and I have no possibility of 

surviving too!” 

The two people were just talking when that intense tremor of the earth actually gradually showed signs 

of stabilizing. 

Those continuously growing spatial cracks actually started gradually recovering! 

Fang Tian’s pupils constricted, and he cried out in shock, “This ... What’s going on here?” 

Skydistant had a look of pleasant surprise as he said, “Hahaha! It must be Ye Yuan! It must be Ye Yuan! 

Looks like we still have hope!” 

Fang Tian’s face also revealed an expression akin to being relieved of a heavy burden. He sighed and 

said, “It’s really been hard on Ye Yuan!” 

Everyone’s faces all revealed looks of pleasant surprise. 

Except, they did not know what kind of anguish Ye Yuan was enduring at this moment. 

... 



“Puhwark!” 

A horrifying undulation came over, Ye Yuan immediately spewed out a large mouthful of fresh blood. 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang glanced sideways and said smilingly, “Huhu, this disciple of yours is really a 

stubborn child! For the sake of your small world, he actually doesn’t even want his life anymore!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove gave a cold laugh and said, “Want to use him to make this 

empyrean waver? It’s no use! You must die today!” 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang laughed and said, “That might not be so! As long as I can obtain the World 

Suppressing Stele, so what if I pay some price?” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove laughed wildly and said, “Is that so? Jiu Shang, savor well this big 

gift that this Empyrean spent five million years to prepare for you!” 

“Heaven ... Sundering ... Finger!” 

In front of Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove, Dao vestiges revolved, condensing to form the 

appearance of a finger; incomparably corporeal. 

That horrifying aura, heaven and earth trembled from it! 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s face finally revealed a hint of solemnness. 

His aura also finally rose to the peak. 

“Old Fart Immortal Grove, this emperor really admires you! I didn’t expect that you’re already dead and 

can actually still leave behind such a terrifying contingency plan! However ... it’s probably not enough 

for you to want to use it to kill me!” Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang said with a solemn expression. 

Only to see him knead seals with both hands. A ring on Jiu Shang’s hand suddenly erupted with a 

berserk energy, boundless black gas surrounding his body. 

And the Dao vestiges around him immediately flourished significantly as well. 

“Brahma True Fiend! True Fiend Dharma Idol!” 

An enormous black shadow blocked in front of Jiu Shang. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s face changed and he cried out in shock, “H-Heavenly emperor 

spirit treasure! You actually have a heavenly emperor spirit treasure!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1885: He’s Dead for Sure! 

“Puhwark!” 

One horrifying energy undulation after another impacted Ye Yuan’s divine soul, making his divine soul 

nearly collapse. 

His entire person spewed fresh blood wildly, his innards and divine soul suffering extremely terrifying 

impacts at the same time. His entire person was already on the brink of death. 
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This True Fiend Dharma Idol in front of him was far from as massive as Kanuo they all. It was just the size 

of the average person. 

But its appearance made the entire Immortal Grove World quake. 

If not for Ye Yuan withstanding the vast majority of the pressure, the Immortal Grove World would have 

long already been crushed by the impact of this energy ripple. 

This was the real True Fiend Dharma Idol! 

The True Fiend Dharma Idol that Kanuo they all summoned was merely a tiny smattering. 

Especially that this True Fiend Dharma Idol was summoned under the augmentation of a heavenly 

emperor spirit treasure. Its power was even more terrifying to the extreme. 

“Ye Yuan, give up! The exchange of blows between heavenly emperors, you’re completely unable to 

withstand it!” Dustless said. 

But Ye Yuan shook his head stubbornly and said, “O-Once I leave, Father, Senior Fang Tian they all ... will 

all die! Even if I die, I ... I also need to hold on!” 

Dustless had a rare display of roaring at Ye Yuan as he said, “The strike that Immortal Grove prepared 

five million years ago, its power is unimaginable! Once it collides together with the True Fiend Dharma 

Idol, it will produce several times, or even several dozen times the energy undulation in an instant! It’s 

impossible for you to save the Immortal Grove World!” 

Ye Yuan gritted his teeth and said, “Not trying ... how will I know!” 

At this very moment, Ye Yuan was extremely calm in his heart, his brain revolving like lightning. 

Letting him passively watch the Immortal Grove World be destroyed, that was not possible. 

Even if there was just a trace of hope, he also had to save the Immortal Grove World! 

While on the other side, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang laughed loudly and said, “Could it be that you 

thought that in these five million years, I’d really do nothing? Even if there’s no way of improving a step 

further, that doesn’t mean that my strength won’t increase!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s gaze turned intent and he said in a cold voice, “So what? Receive 

the power of my finger!” 

Finished talking, it was only to see Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove point a finger with one hand. 

That finger which condensed and formed suddenly crushed over towards Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang. 

The places that it passed through, space fragmented and divine essence surged. 

Feeling this horrifying power, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s expression also turned white as a sheet. 

One had to admit, this big gift that Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove prepared for him had indeed 

exceeded his expectations too much. 

Comprehending Dao vestige on his deathbed, just one step away from his fleshy body becoming 

emperor, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s talent indeed gave him a huge shock. 



However, as long as he made it through this move, everything was over. 

“True Fiend Dharma Idol, block for me!” Jiu Shang roared. 

That black True Fiend Dharma Idol suddenly welcomed that finger under Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s 

word of command. 

Rumble! 

That horrifying to the extreme undulation made the shattering space accelerate. 

Even with Ye Yuan’s protection, it already could not withstand the undulation anymore! 

Just as Dustless said, the energy collision of two great Heavenly Emperor powerhouses would produce 

several times, even several dozen times the energy undulation. 

And this energy undulation, how could Ye Yuan, a mere Celestial Deity Realm, be able to resist it? 

For him to be able to hold on until now, it was entirely based on powerful willpower as well as the 

mysterious divine vestiges. 

Except, these still appeared so powerless in front of Heavenly Emperor powerhouses. 

Outside of the Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace, the group of Empyrean powerhouses was also anxious 

and doubtful. 

The energy undulation of two great Heavenly Emperors already knocked Immortal Grove Heavenly 

Palace’s restrictions into a scattered mess. 

How could these powerhouses still dare to stay inside? All retreated outside. 

Once swept into the battle of two great Heavenly Emperors, that was absolutely certain death. 

“This ... This power absolutely surpasses the Empyrean Realm! What in the world is going on?” Zhao 

Min’s complexion was ashen as he said. 

Qiao Yuan and Eymond exchanged a glance, both seeing the look of pleasant surprise from the other’s 

eyes. 

“Hahaha! I really didn’t expect it! Lord Jiu Shang actually came in person!” 

Qiao Yuan’s loud laughter made Zhao Min and Qiao Yuan’s faces change drastically. 

The Lord Jiu Shang from his mouth, they naturally knew who he was. 

“It’s not right! Logically speaking, small worlds can’t withstand the might of Heavenly Emperors at all. 

Why is this small world still not destroyed yet until now?” Yang Yidao suddenly said. 

A small world collapsing was not catastrophic to these people. 

Even if swept into a spatial turbulent flow, they still had the ability to protect themselves. So they were 

not flustered. 

It was just that to the people of the Immortal Grove World, there was virtually no hope of surviving. 



“There should be someone supporting this small world. It’s just that ... apart from Lord Heavenly 

Empyrean Immortal Grove, who else can maintain the small world from crumbling under the spell battle 

of two mighty Heavenly Emperors?” Du Hong also had a look of puzzlement. 

At this time, Xu Xing who had always been low-profile to the extreme suddenly spoke up, “Could ... 

Could it be Ye Yuan?” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s faces turned austere. 

“Impossible!” Zhao Min’s first reaction was that it was not possible. 

This kind of thing went against common sense too much. 

“B-But, don’t you all find it strange along the way? Ye Yuan seemed to have become invincible after 

arriving here! Even Ninth Firmament True Gods aren’t his match. The struggle for all kinds of treasures, 

he also held the advantage in all respects! Therefore ... he’s likely someone from the Immortal Grove 

World!” Xu Xing guessed 

The surroundings were silent. Everyone was stunned by Xu Xing’s bold conjecture. 

It sounded as if it was a fantasy tale. But with Xu Xing saying so, everything became logical instead. 

Heavenspan World’s powerhouses arriving at small worlds, they were extremely proud. 

Because the so-called geniuses of small worlds were utterly worthless in their eyes. 

However, Ye Yuan’s talent crushed all of his peers. 

Even a prodigious character like Xu Xing was also crushed until there was not an unscathed patch of skin 

in front of him. 

Therefore, they would not think in this area at all. 

But now, with Xu Xing reminding, everyone had a sudden realization. 

By the side, Leng Qiuling’s beautiful eyes swiveled around, she was also stunned by Xu Xing’s guess. 

Without a doubt, among these people, she walked the closest with Ye Yuan and also understood Ye 

Yuan the best. 

Xu Xing’s conjecture was really extremely likely. 

“But, even if he’s this small world’s new controller, with his Celestial Deity Realm strength, how can he 

possibly support the small world from collapsing?” Du Jong said with a frown. 

Everyone exchanged glances, all filled with puzzlement. 

The energy impact of two great Heavenly Emperor powerhouses, forget about Celestial Deity Realms, 

even Empyreans found it hard to withstand too. 

“Heh, who cares! No matter how powerful he is, when these two torrents of energy collide, it will also 

be the day where the Immortal Grove World crumbles! If it’s really Ye Yuan supporting this small world, 

then he’s ... dead for sure!” Qiao Yuan suddenly laughed. 



Two streams of exceedingly powerful energy were currently closing in extremely swiftly. 

But right then, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Countless vines burst out from under the ground, tangling over toward the True Fiend Dharma Idol. 

The True Fiend Dharma Idol suddenly stopped. 

And right at this time, that Heaven Sundering Finger, arrived! 

At virtually the same time, Ye Yuan suddenly snapped open both eyes, his eyes shooting out rays of 

brilliant light! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1886: The Reason for My Existence! 

“Damn it! Kunwu Divine Wood!” 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s face changed swiftly, being put at a loss on what to do by this sudden turn 

of events. 

He recognized straight away that these vines were an extremely rare plant-type demon from the 

Heavenspan World, Kunwu Divine Wood! 

Kunwu Divine Wood’s offensive strength was not strong, but the degree of its toughness absolutely gave 

people a headache. 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

The True Fiend Dharma Idol was too strong. Even the Kunwu Divine Wood found it hard to stop its 

advancement too. 

Instantaneously, cracks started appearing on those green vines, then it broke free. 

But what Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove wanted was this instant! 

“Go and die!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s eyes revealed a vicious look, all of his fury unleashing completely 

at this moment. 

A large hole was directly torn open in the entire space. Boundless spatial turbulent flow poured in, 

tearing this large hole bigger and bigger. 

Bang! 

With just the finger pointing, the True Fiend Dharma Idol was akin to suffering a heavy strike, 

immediately turning to ashes. 

The entire Immortal Grove World was trembling. Space was torn once more until it disintegrated and 

was already on the verge of destruction. 
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When the group of powerhouses saw this scene, each and every one turned pale. 

One should not look at how they were all Empyreans and True Gods. A battle of Heavenly Emperor-

level, they had never experienced it before. 

The shock that this horrifying energy undulation in front of them brought to them was too intense. 

“Is this the power of Heavenly Emperor powerhouses? Too terrifying!” 

“Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove has already died for five million years and he can actually still 

unleash such an earth-shaking attack, truly terrifying!” 

“If Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove didn’t die, he’d definitely have already entered the ranks of 

Heavenly Emperors, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang might not be a match too!” 

... 

These people all knew that Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang seized a Heavenly Emperor Dao Fruit before he 

could corroborate his Dao and become a Heavenly Emperor. 

But Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove relied on his own strength. He exuded such a horrifying energy. 

With a comparison, whoever was superior was immediately determined. 

“Heh, space already shattered, the Immortal Grove World is about to be destroyed right away, Ye Yuan 

is dead for sure, right?” What Xu Xing was most concerned about was Ye Yuan instead. 

Zhao Min laughed coldly and said, “If it’s really him maintaining the Immortal Grove World, then he’s 

probably already turned to dust now! Heh, reckless and blind thing, serves him right to die!” 

Xu Xing smiled and said, “Right now, the people who entered Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace, apart 

from those who are already dead, they are virtually all here, only missing Ye Yuan! I think that the one 

supporting the Immortal Grove World is most likely him! Haha, this damn fellow is finally dead!” 

One had to admit, Xu Xing was still very smart. 

His analysis was practically exactly the same as the truth. 

But right at this time, the fragmentation of space suddenly stopped. 

That spatial black hole that was torn open by Heavenly Emperor-level power was currently recovering at 

a speed visible to the naked eye! 

Everyone’s pupils constricted, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

“What’s going on here? The Immortal Grove World is actually currently being repaired!” 

“The power of two great Heavenly Emperors is currently erupting crazily. At this time, the shattering of 

space actually didn’t accelerate, but is being restored instead, how is this possible?” 

“Could it be ... Ye Yuan?” Du Hong suddenly said. 

Death-like silence, this scene was too unthinkable. 



What erupted before their eyes was an apocalyptic power. 

However, those spatial cracks were actually recovering at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

This kind of immense contrast gave them a fierce misconception. 

Bang! 

The Heaven Sundering Finger eradicated the True Fiend Dharma Idol. However, its residual power did 

not disappear, abruptly landing on Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang. 

On Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s hands, heavenly emperor spirit treasures lit up once more, Fiendish 

energy gushed out frenziedly, using all of its power to resist this blow, 

However, this attack was too strong! 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s figure was immediately blasted flying out. 

Intense energy undulations immediately burst out, spreading throughout the entire Immortal Grove 

World. 

“Giant mountain suppressing the world, unmoving like a mountain!” A voice that reverberated 

throughout the sky emitted out of Ye Yuan’s mouth. 

In the sky, a massive mountain emerged, drawing everyone’s attention. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s eyes revealed a dumbfounded look, looking at that young figure 

above the void. 

“That ... That’s the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain! This ... This kid actually already refined the Lesser 

Heavenspan Mountain! He drew on the power of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain to suppress the 

Immortal Grove World! How ... How did he do it?” 

While talking, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove drew a cold breath. 

As the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain’s owner, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove naturally knew about 

the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain! 

Although at this time, that virtual image in the sky was very blurry, unable to make out the shadow of 

the Heavenspan Mountain at all, he, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove, was extremely sure that that 

was the Heavenspan Mountain. 

Lesser Heavenspan Mountain! 

The current Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove, his figure became much more illusory. 

Clearly, that horrifying attack just now already consumed the last of his energy. 

Furthermore, his figure was currently fading away rapidly and was disappearing very soon. 

The last of his soul force was already thoroughly drained. 

Looking at the Ye Yuan in the sky, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s gaze gradually turned soft. 



With the ... light of being enlightened greatly. 

“Hahahaha!” 

Suddenly, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove laughed wildly without ceasing. 

The current Immortal Grove Heavenly Palace was already completely wrecked. 

The entire Godsfall Mountain Range was also already leveled to the ground. 

This place that made countless powerhouses of the Immortal Grove World perish disappeared in the 

end. 

A figure suddenly appeared beside Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove. It was just that this figure 

appeared extremely feeble. 

Suddenly, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s laughter abruptly cut off. But he did not turn around, 

saying lightly, “Kunwu, on my deathbed, I finally understand!” 

This figure beside Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was none other than precisely the Kunwu Divine 

Wood who had already disappeared! 

Kunwu did not speak. He was currently extremely weak. 

Entangling the True Fiend Dharma Idol, even if it was just that short while, already made his soul nearly 

disintegrate. 

Facing a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse, he was still too weak. 

However, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove did not have the intention of letting him speak. He was 

saying for Kunwu to hear and also saying for himself to hear. 

“I, Immortal Grove, achieved Divine Lord in 300 years, Celestial Deity in 800 years, True God in 3000 

years, Heavenly Empyrean in 50 thousand years, and only used a million years to cultivate to peak 

Empyrean! I’ve always thought that I, Immortal Grove, am the person chosen by Heavenly Dao! In the 

future, I’ll definitely reach the apex, achieving Transcendent Heavenly Emperor, even becoming that 

tenth Dao Ancestor!” 

“But, I never dreamed that I would actually die at Jiu Shang’s hands! I’m unwilling! I want revenge! I’m 

the person chosen by Heavenly Dao, how can I die? So, I laid down this heaven-shocking scheme, 

drawing Jiu Shang over. I want to make him pay the price, I want to make him die!” 

“But, only all the way until this moment, do I understand that turns out, all this was merely my one-

sided wishful thinking! The person chosen by Heavenly Dao isn’t me at all!” 

“This empyrean broke through to Divine Lord, creating the Immortal Grove World! The Immortal Grove 

World gradually developed, having myriad realms, having the Divine Realm, having mortals, and having 

Divine Dao powerhouses!” 

“This Empyrean’s strength became stronger and stronger, strong until it even made many Heavenly 

Emperor powerhouses extremely wary!” 



“In my eyes, what do the mortals of small worlds count for? They are merely a bunch of ants!” 

“Now, I understand. It turned out that the reason for my existence was in order to let this boy be born!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1887: The New Immortal Grove World! 

“R-Recovered!” 

Looking at those spatial cracks gradually recovering, Fang Tian’s eyes were full of mixed feelings. 

The crowd that originally already lost all hope started cheering crazily at this time. 

That horrifying energy undulation already passed, the Immortal Grove World was not destroyed! 

Skydistant had lingering fear in his heart as he said, “Really restored! How did Ye Yuan do it? That surge 

of energy undulation just now made me feel like I went to the gates of hell and back.” 

That horrifying energy undulation just now spread throughout the entire Immortal Grove World. 

Even Skydistant, this level of powerhouses, felt the aura of despair. 

But in a twinkle, not only was the Immortal Grove World not destroyed, it became even more stable 

instead. 

Got to say, this was a miracle that they did not dare to believe. 

“Yeah, too horrifying! If not for seeing with my own eyes, I wouldn’t even dare believe that there’s 

actually such a horrifying energy in this world. I also don’t dare to believe that someone’s strength can 

reach such a boundary. In the end, we’re merely frogs at the bottom of a well. Ye Yuan, he is really 

remarkable!” Fang Tian said with vicissitudes of emotion. 

Currently, the survivors of the Immortal Grove World were all shouting crazily. 

That wild elation of surviving a calamity erupted like a volcano, bursting forth from the bottom of their 

hearts uncontrollably. 

... 

Above the void, Ye Yuan looked down upon the world. 

His gaze landed on the gradually dissipating Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove, full of mixed feelings. 

He understood Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s fury. But, for this reason, using the Immortal 

Grove World’s trillions of life to go take revenge, it was a little too vicious. 

Ye Yuan did not have compassion for all life, but he respected each person’s existence. 

Cultivating from Essence Qi Realm all the way until such a boundary, Ye Yuan’s journey of the heart was 

far more complicated than other martial artists. 

Even just a mortal also had their meaning of existence. 
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In Ye Yuan’s view, Celestial Deity, True God, even Heavenly Empyreans, Heavenly Emperors, had no 

difference from mortals in essence. 

Each person was attempting to shake off the shackles of fate, and control their own destiny. 

Everyone was merely a speck of dust in this vast world. 

Ye Yuan would never be soft-hearted against opponents who had massacred billions of lives with a 

finger, but he would still satisfy his own selfish desires by sacrificing others as the price. 

In this lifetime, he had a clear conscience! 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s way of doing things made him incomparably indignant. 

If not for him connecting the Immortal Grove World to the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain at the critical 

moment, suppressing the Immortal Grove World with the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain’s power, this 

world would have already turned to ashes now. 

However, for Ye Yuan to be able to have today’s accomplishments, it could be said to be all thanks to 

the Immortal Grove World. 

“A person dying is like a lamp extinguishing! Today’s matter, I’ll leave it at this, you ... go with peace of 

mind!” Ye Yuan looked at Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove and said coolly. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove looked at Ye Yuan, his face revealing a consoled smile. 

Just as he was about to speak, a horrifying aura surged once more. 

“A person dying is like a lamp extinguishing? Hahaha! You almost killed this emperor, how can this 

emperor let you die like this! Old Fart Immortal Grove, I want you to watch, watch your successor die in 

front of you! I want to completely destroy your small world!” 

Horrifying fiendish energy rose to the sky once more, making Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s face 

change drastically. 

“Actually didn’t die!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove meticulously laid down such a scheme, he naturally had absolute 

confidence in killing Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang. 

But he never thought that Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang would be even more stubborn than he imagined. 

The power of that finger was ridiculously horrifying and he actually did not die! 

However, although Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s fiendish energy was horrifying currently, it was clearly 

far weaker than before. 

That finger still caused tremendous damage to him. 

Except ... Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was already powerless to stop him. 

The current Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang was invincible! 



Seeing Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang return once more, Qiao Yuan and Eymond’s faces revealed wild 

elation. 

“Haha, how can Lord Jiu Shang die so easily? Old Fart Immortal Grove, you miscalculated, right?! Old 

Fart Immortal Grove, Ye Yuan, tremble!” Qiao Yuan laughed wildly and said. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s expression was extremely ugly. This sudden turn of events 

seriously exceeded his expectations. 

“Boy, today’s calamity was caused by me, I’ll resolve it, you quickly leave! Kunwu, we’ll delay him, give 

this boy the time to leave!” Immortal Grove said. 

Kunwu gave Ye Yuan a glance and just quietly nodded his head. 

Being able to maintain the world from collapsing and contending with a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse, 

these were two entirely different concepts. 

The entire Immortal Grove World was like a large web, although a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse’s 

might was terrifying, it was clearly not that easy to want to make the entire large web totally fall apart. 

The power that Ye Yuan drew from the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain was sufficient to maintain this web 

from being utterly torn to shreds. 

However, a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse dealing with a Celestial Deity Realm martial artist, even if he 

was this small world’s controller, it was impossible to accomplish too. 

“Hahaha! Want to leave? Today, no one can leave!” 

Clearly, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang was already thoroughly enraged. 

Only to see him surge with fiendish flames billowing to the sky, condensing a black enormous sword. 

That horrifying aura tore the surrounding space apart once more. 

“True Fiend Sword, Fury Chopping the Firmament!” 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang gave a furious roar and was about to unleash this True Fiend Sword. 

But right at this time, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

A massive mountain fell from the sky, carrying an apocalyptic might, directly suppressing down. 

One blue fine-lines after another revolved incessantly on the giant mountain. 

Bang! 

That True Fiend Sword directly crumbled. 

Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang let out a shrill scream, but it was already too late to want to escape. 

Bang! 

Another loud bang, the entire Immortal Grove World’s earth trembled. 



Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang was directly suppressed below the ground by the giant mountain without 

the slightest strength to resist. 

Everyone looked at that giant mountain, each and every one of their pupils constricting. 

“This ... What is this, to ... to actually be able to even suppress a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse?” Qiao 

Yuan said with an ashen look. 

“L-Lord Jiu Shang wouldn’t have died just like this, right?” Eymond said with a look of terror. 

“What on earth did Ye Yuan do, why did he suddenly become so strong?” 

“The Immortal Grove World is merely an Empyrean-level small world, even if he’s the new controller, it’s 

also impossible to suppress Heavenly Emperor powerhouses, right?” 

... 

The Empyrean powerhouses and True God powerhouses were all incomparably struck with terror. 

The scene that happened before their eyes truly surpassed their understanding. 

But they also realized that right now, the Immortal Grove World already became spiritually renewed, 

and was no longer that fragile small world previously. 

And Ye Yuan this controller was already powerful to the extreme. 

With a flip of his hand, he thoroughly suppressed a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove and Kunwu’s eyes went wide, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

“This empyrean ... This empyrean has never known that the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain can unleash 

such terrifying power!’ Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove muttered under his breath. 

The current Ye Yuan was still standing proudly above the void. 

It was just that his form became incomparably tall and big in everyone’s eyes. 

Celestial Deity Realm? 

That was just a joke! 

The current Ye Yuan already reached a level where he could disregard cultivation realms. 

In this Immortal Grove World, he ... was an invincible existence! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1888: Suppressing Empyreans! 

Ye Yuan looked at the giant mountain, his heart cold and indifferent. 

No one was clearly than him what the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain signified. 

It was where Dao was located, the epitome of the Heavenspan Great Dao. 
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Ye Yuan connecting it to the Immortal Grove World, the Immortal Grove World was no longer that 

fragile and dilapidated small world. 

In front of Heavenspan Great Dao, so what ... even if Heavenly Emperor? 

“Jiu Shang, my father died in your hands. Our enmity is irreconcilable under the heavens! I’m powerless 

to kill you today, but ... there will come one day where I’ll make your soul dissipate! Get lost!” 

Ye Yuan flicked his sleeves grandly, the giant mountain quietly dissipated. A stream of black gas rushed 

to the sky. 

“Punk, today’s matter, this emperor has remembered it! After you go to the Heavenspan World, you ... 

will die without a doubt!” 

Bang! 

The black gas directly punched a hole above the void and disappeared. 

Looking in the direction Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang disappeared, a hint of regret flowed out of Ye 

Yuan’s eyes. 

The Immortal Grove World was a new Immortal Grove World. 

But his strength was still too weak! 

Heavenly Emperor powerhouses were naturally not that easy to kill. 

Moreover, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang was even a fiend race Heavenly Emperor famous for having a 

tenacious life force. 

This level of a powerhouse, he could not kill him. 

If not for Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove seriously injuring Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang previously, 

even if he brought out the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, it would still be difficult to escape death. 

But after today, Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang suffered a heavy wound, he likely could not recover to his 

peak state anymore within several tens of thousands of years. 

Whoosh whoosh ... 

Two dark shadows suddenly shot up to the sky, wanting to follow in Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang’s 

footsteps and escape the Immortal Grove World. 

Ye Yuan looked and just laughed coldly: “Can’t kill Jiu Shang doesn’t mean I can’t kill you guys! Since you 

came, then stay behind forever!” 

With a wave of a hand, the mountain appeared again. 

Bang! 

Two great fiend race Empyreans were directly suppressed by the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain and did 

not even let out a scream and already turned to ashes. 



These two were merely initial-stage Empyrean Realm powerhouses. Compared to Jiu Shang, they were 

worlds apart. 

For Ye Yuan to want to kill them, it naturally did not take much effort. 

It was just that this scene in other people’s eyes was totally not the case. 

Zhao Min and Du Hong two people, their faces turned pale. 

Ever since stepping into Empyrean Realm, they had never felt before such immense pressure. 

“This ... This ... Ye Yuan, the matter previously, it was all a m-misunderstanding,” Zhao Min said with an 

ugly expression. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze was like a torch as he said coolly, “At this time, you’re telling me that it’s a 

misunderstanding? Along the way, your Celestial Deity Realm disciples wanted to kill me, True God 

Realm elders wanted to kill me, and even you, this Empyrean powerhouse, also threatened to kill me. 

Now, you’re telling me that it’s a misunderstanding?” 

Zhao Min’s expression was extremely ugly and he defended himself with sophistry: “You ... You can’t 

touch me! I ... I’m Vast Heaven Great Imperial Capital’s grand elder!” 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself when he heard that and said, “Vast Heaven Great Imperial Capital? 

What the hell is that! I even dared to suppress a Heavenly Emperor, do you think that I’d care about 

offending a great imperial capital?” 

When Zhao Min heard that, his expression was extremely ugly. 

Yeah! 

Ye Yuan already provoked a colossal giant like Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang. So would he still care about 

the Empyrean-level Vast Heaven Great Imperial Capital? 

“Alright, don’t harbor hopes of getting lucky anymore! You guys, none of you can escape!” 

While talking, Ye Yuan pointed a finger out. The wind and clouds changed colors. 

One blue fine-line after another condensed and gathered on his fingertip and suddenly fired out. 

“Puhwark!” 

“Puhwark!” 

“Puhwark!” 

Ji Kang, Ji Xun, and Xu Xing, directly turned to ashes. 

The Empyrean Devilfeather inside Ji Xun’s sea of consciousness was also exterminated cleanly along with 

it. 

Zhao Min’s gaze turned intent, grabbing at Leng Qiuling like lightning. 

This scene happened too suddenly, everyone did not react in time. 



However, he was fast, but Ye Yuan was faster than him! 

With a flash, Ye Yuan already blocked in front of Leng Qiuling. 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan pointed another finger out, Zhao Min seemed to have been struck by lightning, his figure falling 

back wildly without ceasing. 

Right at this time, the giant mountain landed once more. 

Bang! 

An Empyrean powerhouse of his generation was directly suppressed to death by Ye Yuan. 

The others looked at this scene with their hearts beating in fear, not daring to even breathe. 

Under the new Heavenly Dao, Ye Yuan was too powerful! 

The most terrifying was still that giant mountain, killing Empyreans like killing dogs! 

Done with these, Ye Yuan reached his hand out and pointed, a black hole appeared in the void. 

“All of you leave!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

The remaining people all looked at Ye Yuan in disbelief. Du Hong said with surprise, “You ... You’re really 

letting us go?” 

At this very moment, this Immortal Grove World was like a giant cage to them. 

Inside this cave, no matter monstrous your power was, you also had to be suppressed by Ye Yuan. 

If it were them, they absolutely would not let these people leave. 

But Ye Yuan actually let them go. 

Hence, they did not dare to believe it at all, feeling that Ye Yuan was deliberately digging a pit for them. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he said with a cold snort, “Before I change my mind, hurry up and get 

lost!” 

Du Hong’s expression changed, his figure moving, speeding over towards that black hole. 

Sure enough, Ye Yuan did not do anything to stop. 

With Du Hong taking the lead, the others were akin to being relieved of a heavy burden, all following 

and leaving the Immortal Grove World. 

Ye Yuan looked at Leng Qiuling and said, “What are your plans?” 

Leng Qiuling looked at Gu Tianque beside her and looked at Ye Yuan again, shaking her head as she said, 

“I ... I don’t know either.” 



Ye Yuan smiled, fished out a piece of Seven-Colored Aegirine, threw it to Gu Tianque, and said, “Senior 

Gu, Ye Yuan is indebted to your care a few days ago and has nothing to repay you with. Just take this 

Seven-Colored Aegirine as remuneration then!” 

Gu Tianque’s pupils constricted, looking at Ye Yuan with a startled face as he said, “Is ... Is Honorable 

Nephew joking?” 

With the Seven-Colored Aegirine, he absolutely had the confidence to break through to the Empyrean 

Realm. 

At that time, so what if Vast Heaven Great Imperial Capital? 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Senior Gu, you were implicated by Ye Yuan. Leaving this Immortal Grove 

World, you likely can’t be the city lord anymore. Previously, in front of Ji Xun, Senior Gu also protected 

me. This piece of Seven-Colored Aegirine, just take it as Ye Yuan’s gratitude. As for Qiuling, she probably 

can’t return to Thousand Soar Imperial Capital anymore as well. So she can follow me from today 

onward if she wants to.” 

Ye Yuan killed the Vast Heaven Great Imperial Capital’s Empyrean powerhouses and already sowed 

irreconcilable enmity with them. 

Gu Tianque and Leng Qiuling two people were the closest to him, this was what everyone saw. 

If they returned, they were definitely nothing good to gain out of it. 

Gu Tianque was different from Leng Qiuling, he previously thought that Ye Yuan came from some major 

faction, that was why he viewed Ye Yuan in a different light. 

When fighting for the Seven-Colored Aegirine, Ye Yuan already determined Gu Tianque’s character. 

As for Leng Qiuling, Ye Yuan already regarded her as a friend, it was naturally different. 

Gu Tianque hurriedly said, “Huhu, this old man obtaining this Seven-Colored Aegirine, I’ll definitely need 

to enter closed-seclusion and won’t be able to take care of Qiulin. Then I’ll have to trouble Little Friend 

Ye to take good care of this obedient disciple of mine.” 

In his eyes, Ye Yuan definitely took fancy to Leng Qiuling, that was why he would put down such a high 

stake. 

Leng Qiuling still had an icy-cold appearance, but disappointment flashed across her eyes. 

Ye Yuan naturally knew what Gu Tianque was thinking in his heart, but he would not explain anything 

either. He just clasped his hands and said, “Senior Gu, take care.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1889: Patrolling Inspector 

“You shouldn’t have let them go!” 

After everyone left, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove let out a long sigh. 

When Ye Yuan did this, he did not stop it. 
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Of course, he had no way of stopping it too. 

The present Ye Yuan already completely replaced him, becoming the master of the Immortal Grove 

World. 

This place already did not belong to him. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s body already turned into motes of light and started dissipating. 

Dustless’s body also formed. His expression was indescribably lonely. 

Ye Yuan gave Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove a glance and said coolly, “I have my bottom-line when 

doing things. They only came in to seek treasures and have no grudge or enmity with me. Killing them I’ll 

find it hard to get over my conscience.” 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s expression, Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s expression became solemn. 

He knew that Ye Yuan was still angry about what happened before. 

It was fine that he set up this plot, but the Immortal Grove World’s trillions of life would lose their lives 

because of it. 

Those people were utterly worthless in Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s eyes. But in Ye Yuan’s 

eyes, those people should not die. 

Immortal Grove smiled slightly and said, “Boy, a soft-hearted personality will only make you encounter 

more dangerous situations!” 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “What difference is there from animals if you’re ruthless and inhuman!” 

“Hahaha! Truly a different type! Boy, I know that you’re unhappy that I made a wager with the Immortal 

Grove World. But no matter what, you’re the successor of my mantle! This point, you can’t wipe it 

away,” Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove laughed loudly and said. 

Ye Yuan did not smile, he just said coolly, “If it wasn’t like this, do you feel that I’d be conversing with 

you patiently now?” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s face turned black and he said, “Boy, whether you’re willing or not, 

you inherited this Empyrean’s mantle. Don’t you know anything about pecking order?” 

At this time, the Dustless who had been reticent all along suddenly spoke up, “Actually ... whether or not 

Ye Yuan is considered the successor of your mantle, it’s really hard to say. He indeed obtained the World 

Suppressing Stele and Soul Suppressing Pearl, but these two items were already abandoned by you. As 

for his cultivation method and martial techniques, it’s all inherited from the Lesser Heavenspan 

Mountain and has nothing to do with you.” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s pupils constricted, and he said, “He ... didn’t cultivate the 

cultivation method that this empyrean left behind?” 

Dustless shook his head and said, “His ambition is even greater than yours. His ability is also above 

yours! The cultivation method that Ye Yuan created will shock the entire Heavenspan World om the 

future!” 



Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove’s expression became austere, and could not help recalling the 

events before. 

He was astonishingly talented. If he did not fall, it might not be impossible to reach the realm of 

Transcendent Heavenly Emperor in the future. 

But even so, he also did not obtain the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain’s recognition. 

But now, Ye Yuan already refined the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, becoming the Lesser Heavenspan 

Mountain’s true master. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove understood Dustless; he was not trying to spite him, but he really 

felt very optimistic about Ye Yuan. 

If it was really as Dustless said, then could Ye Yuan’s future accomplishments be even more than 

Transcendent Heavenly Emperor? 

This ... was a little too preposterous, right? 

As if seeing through what Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove was thinking, Ye Yuan’s expression 

turned slightly dark and he said, “Those has nothing to do with you anymore, go in peace!” 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove could even put his hands on the artifact spirit that he nurtured for a 

million years for the sake of taking revenge and even made the entire Immortal Grove World be buried 

in death with him. 

If not looking on the account that he was the Immortal Grove World’s creator, Ye Yuan definitely would 

not let him die just like this. 

There was little common ground for understanding between persons of differing principles. 

Although Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove bestowed grace on him, Ye Yuan already lost his patience. 

He had Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove had a common enemy, killing Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang 

was also considered paying the kindness already. 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove clearly knew this outcome, so he departed very calmly. 

The light dissipated, there was no more Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove in this world. 

The peak powerhouse who once had nature at his beck and call in the Heavenspan World evaporated 

into thin air now. 

Ye Yuan looked at those gradually dissipating light dots, expression complicated. 

Not far away, Kunwu similarly had a complicated expression. 

That youth who forcefully broke through his realm back then already grew into a colossal tree! 

With a wave of a hand, even Empyrean powerhouses could be suppressed at will, truly unimaginable. 

“Ye Yuan, let him follow you. This old thing owed Immortal Grove too much, he had no choice but to 

repay him,” Dustless suddenly said. 



He knew what Ye Yuan was thinking, Kunwu was equivalent to being Immortal Grove’s accomplice. 

Ye Yuan slowly nodded his head, looked at Kunwu, and said, “Senior once helped my mother, showing 

great kindness to me. If you’re willing, you can naturally stay by my side. But whether to go or stay, it 

still depends on Senior yourself.” 

Kunwu heaved a sigh and said, “I’ll remain in the Immortal Grove World then.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and did not press the issue. 

... 

The Immortal Grove World had a thousand things that needed to be done. Ye Yuan placated Fang Tian 

and the rest before bringing Leng Qiuling and the others out of the world through the World Locking 

Gate. 

Concerning the present Immortal Grove World, Ye Yuan was no longer worried. 

As long as it wasn’t Heavenly Emperor powerhouses who entered, he could suppress with a wave of his 

hand. 

Of course, following his realm’s increase, before long, even Heavenly Emperor powerhouses could be 

suppressed too. 

So currently, he was not worried that someone would enter the Immortal Grove World again. 

It was still that narrow, winding trail. 

Recalling the close shave when leaving the world back then, the scene of being saved by Liang Wanru, 

Ye Yuan felt like a lifetime had passed. 

“Also don’t know how Wanru and Fatty are,” Ye Yuan said with vicissitudes of emotion. 

Later, Liang Wanru and Xie Jingyi went to the area under Heavenly Emperor Myriad Treasure’s 

jurisdiction under Xiao Feng’s arrangements. 

For so many years, there had always been no news. 

Presently, Ye Yuan’s memories were revived at the sight of familiar places. He missed them quite a lot. 

“Big Brother, if you want to see them, go take a look at them,” White Light smiled and said. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “These few years, I’ve always been busy searching for you guys and 

didn’t have time to go see them. After finding both Li-er and Lu-er, I really have to take a trip to Myriad 

Treasure Domain.” 

This place was not considered far from Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. Ye Yuan brought everyone and 

returned to the imperial city very soon. 

Back then, he left Heavenly Eagle Imperial City to find White Light and the rest. With this departure, it 

was several hundred years. 

Returning to the city, Ye Yuan was also filled with emotions. 



But the current Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, the top of city walls were covered in colorful flags, a road 

paved from white feathers stretched all the way to outside the city. 

Countless powerhouses were standing outside the city gates, extremely ceremonious. 

“Your Excellency, could it be that City Lord they all knew that you came back and specially came to 

welcome you?” Ning Tianping said smilingly. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If they have this ability to foresee the future, I wouldn’t have needed to go all 

the way to Extreme Light Imperial City either!” 

“Heh heh, makes sense. I wonder who it is, to actually put on such a grand display, really puts people 

off!” Ning Tianping said. 

Ye Yuan pursed his mouth and said smilingly, “Look, isn’t he here?” 

Ning Tianping looked over. Sure enough, he saw a resplendent and magnificent divine carriage descend 

from the sky. 

That divine carriage was extremely dazzling, exuding an aura that took people’s breath away. It was 

actually a celestial deity mystic treasure! 

The divine carriage landed on the flat ground, a young figure slowly walked out. 

Zuo Shujie at the front ranks, the group of Celestial Deity powerhouses hurriedly knelt down and cried 

out respectfully, “Subordinate Zuo Shujie, leads Heavenly Eagle to pay respect to Lord Patrolling 

Inspector!” 

That young man had a haughty look, his eyes revealing a hint of contempt, completely ignoring Zuo 

Shujie and the rest, going straight into Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

Zuo Shujie was just about to get up, but then he heard that young man frown and said in a cold voice, 

“Did I let you guys get up[1]?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1890: A Slight Hesitation and He’s Finished 

“Mo Xin!” 

Swoosh! 

A middle-aged man following behind the young man suddenly attacked, kicking a foot onto Zuo Shujie’s 

chest. 

Zuo Shujie spewed out a large mouthful of blood with a cough, figure flying out backward. 

This follower had Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity cultivation realm. Dealing with the Second Firmament 

Celestial Deity Zuo Shujie was too easy. 

Far away, when Ye Yuan saw this scene, his brows furrowed slightly. 

Just now, Zuo Shujie and the rest called this young man patrolling inspector. 
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Could it be that Jiang Jadehall was already swapped out? 

Ye Yuan knew that patrolling inspector this position was of little importance to imperial capitals. 

Especially Southridge Ten Cities, this kind of small place, the opportunities were pitifully little. 

If there wasn’t any major change, they normally would not swap out inspectors. 

Furthermore, this young man looked young and even brought along a middle-stage Celestial Deity Realm 

follower. Logically speaking, he should have a lot of potential and status in the imperial capital. Why 

would he run to the Southridge Ten Cities to be a patrolling inspector? 

“Lord Patrolling Inspector, you’re going too far!” 

This young man’s action completely infuriated Coldfeather. 

It was only to see him stand up swiftly and said with righteous indignation. 

The young man looked at him and said with a cold snort, “Going too far? You country bumpkins don’t 

even understand the most basic etiquette. Since you all don’t know, then this envoy will teach you all! 

Mo Xin, this person was disrespectful toward this envoy. Kill him!” 

Clank! 

The sword edge left the sheathe, a streak of cold light flashed past, piercing straight at Coldfeather’s 

heart. 

No one could have thought that the new patrolling inspector was actually so vicious, to kill people at a 

word of disagreement. 

It was just that in front of a Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity, Coldfeather, this First Firmament Celestial 

Deity, did not have the slightest strength to resist at all. 

Coldfeather’s pupils constricted, virtually forgetting to retaliate, only to see an edge gradually magnify in 

his pupils. 

There was a series of exclamations all around, seemingly already seeing the scene of Coldfeather’s tragic 

death. 

But right at this time, a figure suddenly appeared in front of Coldfeather. 

It was only to see him flick two fingers. With a clank, the long sword in Mo Xin’s hand was directly flicked 

flying. 

Mo Xin’s pupils shrunk, looking at that unfamiliar young man, full of apprehension. 

“Ye Yuan! You ... You came back?” 

“Ye Yuan! It’s really Ye Yuan!” 

“Head Elder came back!” 

... 



When those powerhouses kneeling on the ground saw this familiar figure, each and every one revealed 

wildly ecstatic expressions. 

This former legend had already disappeared for several hundred years. 

No one knew where he went, but his legend had always remained in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

Especially when the new patrolling inspector arrived and was already trying to kill people, Ye Yuan’s 

appearance was even more encouraging. 

Several hundred years was not long, to a Deity Realm powerhouse, it was merely a snap of a finger. 

Zuo Shujie and the rest of the Celestial Deity powerhouses looked at Ye Yuan, eyes full of shock. 

In just this short five to six hundred years, Ye Yuan actually already broke through to the Fifth 

Firmament Celestial Deity Realm! 

When Ye Yuan linked up the Immortal Grove World and the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, Ye Yuan had 

his body flooded by the Immortal Grove World’s divine essence and already directly broke through to 

the Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity Realm! 

This kind of thing was simply fantastical! 

One had to know, when Ye Yuan was stuck at Origin Deity Realm previously, it was a full 300 years long. 

Shouldn’t Celestial Deity Realm be harder than Divine Lord Realm? 

“Ye Yuan, you finally came back!” Coldfeather looked at Ye Yuan, his expression showing excitment and 

surprise. 

Ye Yuan also looked at Coldfeather and said smilingly, “Brother Coldfeather, long time no see!” 

Sweeping a glance over, Xuan Yu, Coldfeather, Zuo Shujie, He Chong, including Ning Zhiyuan and the 

rest, were shockingly all present. 

Seeing these people, Ye Yuan also felt especially warm. 

These people also all looked at Ye Yuan, feeling a boost in morale. 

Ever since Ye Yuan created four mighty Celestial Deity powerhouses, he established absolute authority 

in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

Those people who had grudges with him before, no one dared to go against him anymore. 

Ye Yuan rose to power and fame in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, this place was like his home. 

Now, this young man ran over to play the tyrant and even wanted to make a move to kill people, making 

him very unhappy. 

The young man’s brows furrowed and he said in a cold voice, “Punk, who the hell are you? The person 

that I, Wu Tian, want to kill, you actually dare to save?” 

It turned out that this new patrolling inspector was called Wu Tian. 



Wu Tian was Sixth Firmament Celestial Deity, so his strength was pretty strong. 

Although Ye Yuan came onto the stage very shockingly, this was nothing to him. 

Let alone that an Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity powerhouse was even following by his side. 

Ye Yuan did not look at Wu Tian and just said to everyone coolly, “All get up.” 

With Ye Yuan giving verbal instruction, everyone naturally obeyed and was about to get up. 

Wu Tian’s gaze turned cold and he said in a cold voice, “Without my orders, I see who dares to stand up! 

Don’t you all forget, I’m the newly-appointed patrolling inspector! Also, punk, I’m talking to you, are you 

deaf?” 

Everyone’s faces changed, all kneeling down again. 

The patrolling inspector’s authority was monstrous, life and death were up to his whims. 

Opposing the patrolling inspector would not have a good outcome. 

Ye Yuan still ignored Wu Tian. He just flicked his sleeves grandly, a surge of boundless divine essence 

rippled out. 

Inclusive of Xuan Yu and the rest of the Celestial Deity powerhouses, they actually all involuntarily stood 

up. 

“If there’s any problem, I’ll shoulder it!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Wu Tian sneered and said, “You shoulder it? Can you shoulder it? Now, I’ll make you kneel down!” 

Giving no chance to explain, Wu Tian immediately made a move, suddenly smacking a palm toward Ye 

Yuan. 

This palm was dealt too suddenly, no different from sneak attacking. 

The world power of a Sixth Firmament Celestial Deity suddenly erupted, making the faces of Zuo Shujie 

and the rest of the Celestial Deity powerhouse change suddenly. 

A Sixth Firmament Celestial Deity was too strong in front of them. 

“Careful, Ye Yuan!” Coldfeather warned. 

Although when Ye Yuan was at Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm, he had always jumped realms to battle, 

Celestial Deity Realm and Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm had no comparison at all[1]. 

One firmament higher could directly crush you to death! 

However, Ye Yuan just scoffed mockingly, finger probing out like lightning. 

Ahh! 

A scream came over, Ye Yuan directly ignored Wu Tian’s world power and clutched his throat. 

“So strong!” 



“I didn’t expect that after reaching Celestial Deity Realm, Ye Yuan can still jump realm and fight like 

this!” 

“There’s big trouble now! Offending the patrolling inspector, we’ll all be in for it!” 

... 

Subduing the enemy with one move, Zuo Shujie and the rest were all extremely shocked. 

Of course, beyond the shock, they were also all very worried. 

After all, the patrolling inspector represented the imperial capital! 

The expression of the old man following behind Wu Tian changed, but it was already too late to want to 

make a move. 

The old man threatened, “Brat, let go of Young Master Tian! The consequences of harming him aren’t 

what you can bear!’ 

Ye Yuan looked at the old man and said coolly, “I’ll ask, you answer! Hesitate slightly and he’ll be 

finished.” 

The old man’s face changed, Ye Yuan did not take his words seriously at all. 

Seeing that the old man did not react, the force in Ye Yuan’s hand increased a bit more. 

“Cough, cough, cough!” 

Wu Tian let out intense coughs. 

“My patience is limited!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

The old man’s expression changed and he said, “You ask!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and asked, “Where’s Jiang Jadehall?” 

The old man did not dare to hesitate. He answered, “He violated the imperial capital’s rules and is 

already thrown into a death cell!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly, and he asked again, “Who are you people? Why did you want to 

come to Southridge Ten Cities to be an inspector?” 


